
Big Question 

How has the geography of America 

changed over time? 

Entry Task 

Children will taste a range of foods con-

sidered American and listen to a range of 

music from USA. 

What to revisit? 

Year 3— maps 

Year 2— maps 

Year 1—3—physical geography of UK, weather 

 

Vertical Threads 

ruler, resistance, invasion, defeat, settlement 

Curriculum Passport Challenge 

 To hold a Native American pow-wow. Children to dress 

up and partake in traditional celebration activities such 

as dances and games. 

Key Vocabulary 

As geographer I will understand and use...Forest, desert, grassland, 

dam, reservoir, hydro power, tropic of Cancer Capricorn, energy, 

distribution, population, minerals, compass points, comparison. 

As a historian, I will understand and use… Native American, tribe, 

settlement, colony, civil rights, independence 

As an artist, I will understand and use… pop art, yarn, print (block / 

screen), repeating pattern, technology, emulate, techniques, graph-

ical modelling, organic, natural, genre, Andy Warhol, Jasper Johns 

 

Celebration/Evaluation 

Y4 ‘tribes’ gather around the fire circle to share their 

legends in Native American style and communicate-

what they have learnt. 

Where in the world 

are USA, equator 

and tropics  located? 

 

Can I make a sketch book 

using sewing techniques 

that has pockets and 

flaps ? 

What is the reason for 

weather extremes between 

New York and Nevada? 

Where were the 

‘tribes’ located on 

the US map? 

What is the relationship be-

tween Nevada and New York 

and the natural resources? 

(Hoover Dam) 

What are key aspects of 

human geography in North 

America? How has it 

changed over time? 

What was the influence of 

George Washington and 

Martin Luther King on 

American civilisation? 

Who were the Native 

Americans? How did the 

Native American tribes 

differ from each other? 

How can wire, yarn and weaving 

be used to create 3D forms? Can 

I consider what to use to make a 

dream catcher? 

How can block printing emu-

late different textures? Can I 

compare studies with obser-

vational drawings? 

What are primary, secondary 

and tertiary colours? Can I mix 

tints , tones and shades to cre-

ate a colour wheel? 

What are hot / cold colours? 

How can line be created with-

out the use of a pencil? Can I 

use line to create repeating 

patterns?  

How are 2D shapes in art 

work achieved? What is the 

best way to create repeating 

shapes? 

What methods can be used 

to create pattern? Can I 

identify impacts of printing 

on Pop Art movement? 

What are key aspects of 

physical geography in North 

America? How has it 

changed over time? 

Can I use a range of sources 

(aerial photographs, OS maps 

and plan perspectives)  to com-

pare/contrast Nevada and Man-

hattan? 

How is the human and 

physical geography of the 

UK similar./different to 

North America? 

What are the physical and 

human features of Las 

Vegas and Manhattan? 

DRIVER SUBJECTS ARE; GEOGRAPHY/SCIENCE/ART 


